
Take off your shoes
and wiggle your toes.

 
 

Recite
This Little Piggy
Went to Market. 
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Play with Positions
Give instructions using

position words for your child
to act out. 

Turn AROUND.
Stand BEHIND the door.

Put the book INTO your bag.
Lie down ON the sofa.

Look at the light ABOVE you.
Crawl UNDER the table. 

Estimate how many
cups of water it will
take to fill a bowl.

Then try it to see how
close you were.

Hop to It
Use chalk, tape or paper

to make a numbered
pathway to jump on. Take

turns rolling dice and 
 jumping that many

spaces. 

Where is Thumbkin?
Scan to

find out.

Find 8 items that
are green. Look

inside and outside.

EARLY NUMERACY CALENDAR

Visit amsti.org for more early childhood resources.

Draw 8 shapes in
the air.

Cook
Together

Find the numeral
for the 

number word

Counting 8
*Count from zero to 8,

(forward)
*Count from 8 to zero

(backward)
*Show 8 on your

fingers.

Play: What is
the missing

number?
 

8, 9, 10, __, __, __
0, 1, 2, __, __, __

Pattern Play
Find repeating

patterns all around
you. 

(Patterns repeat
three times.)

Play I SPY
 
 
 
 

I spy with my little eye
something that... 

*has corners *has angles
*has sides *is flat

Pick any number.
Make one more.
Make one less.
Make five more.
Make five less.
Make 10 more.
Make 10 less.

EIGHT

What is Missing? Play Number Throw

Make a grid with numerals
1-10 (on the ground with

chalk or tape). Toss a
rock/beanbag on a number.

Say, "Hop to the number
that is one less," then, "one

more."

Find and Count 

*1 thing that is
red

*2 things that hold
something else
*3 things that 

are soft

In August, when the days are hot,
 I like to find a shady spot,

        And hardly move a single bit
And sit—

         And sit—
                   And sit—

                             And sit!

POEM OF THE

MONTH:

August

AUGUST
HEAT

Read the poem
AUGUST HEAT

out loud.
*Clap on every word.

Also *Jump *Stomp
and *Squat

 

Read the poem
AUGUST HEAT

out loud.
*Snap on every

syllable.
Also *Tap *Clap 

and *Hop

Measure, pour,
mix and cook
using simple

recipes. 

Draw or make
repeating patterns

with items you find.
Buttons, rocks, old

keys, shapes,
stuffed animals.

(Patterns repeat three times.)

Play WAR with
friends and a deck

of cards.

Deal all the cards out evenly. All players flip
one card over at the same time. The greatest

number wins and gets all the cards. If the
numbers are the same, it's a WAR. Players

place three cards face down and flip a fourth
card over. Greatest number wins all the cards
from the WAR. Play continues until someone
runs out of cards. Challenge: flip two cards.

4, 8, 7, 4, 8, 0,
2, 1,10, 2, 50

49

Talk about time!
Create a daily

schedule with times.
Write clock time AND

draw a clock face.

Arrange a few small items
on the table. Show them

for 10 seconds, then
cover. Remove one item.
Then uncover the group.

Ask what is missing?
Challenge: Take away

more items. 

Learn the numbers on an
analog clock face. Make

a clock face with note
cards and pencils. Turn

cards over to hide a
number. Have child say

the missing number.

No Dice?

No Problem!

Scan Here to Make Your Own

https://www-tc.pbs.org/parents/earlymath/pdf/LittlePiggy.pdf
https://www-tc.pbs.org/parents/earlymath/pdf/LittlePiggy.pdf

